Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent.

If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.

NOTE: MUST INSTALL ORGANIZER SHELF INTO EXHIBIT WALL RAILS FIRST WHEN USING IN COMBINATION WITH MIO EXHIBIT BASE AND WORKSURFACE.

1

Install collared screws into each pre-bored holes on the sides of the ends of each of the five (or three depending on height) shelf panels. There should be two holes per shelf.

2

Install the five (or three) horizontal shelves onto the vertical panels. Start with the vertical panel on the ground, threaded insert side facing up. Slide each shelf panel into the bored groove, being sure to engage the collared screw in the Mod-eez clip. These panels should be installed so that the threaded inserts of each panel are facing in the same direction. The three (or two) longest panels should be on one side of the vertical, with the largest in the middle. The shoulder screws may need to be adjusted to remove any gaps between the shelves and the vertical panels.
Shelf Tile Insert

Take the insert panel, with the counter-bored side facing upward, and place it on top of the panel structure so that the holes are aligned. Place the washers inside the counter-bore and then bolt through all the holes into the threaded inserts. Bolt should be tightened to a recommended torque of 75 in-lb. Once the bolts are secure, stand the panel up and inspect to make sure there are no gaps between the panels and the back.
Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent.

If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.

Assembly Instruction

Shelf Tile Insert

4

Tilt top of panel forward and insert Anti-Dislodgement bracket located along top edge of panel into notch provided along underside of top rail (Figure A). Once brackets are inserted push bottom of panel against wall (Figure B) and set panel on bottom rail.

Note: Loosen Wall Rail if needed to insert bracket behind notch and then tighten once in place.
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Tilt top upward
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INSTALL BOTTOM FACE PLATE BEFORE INSTALLING TOP FACE PLATE TO SECURE PANEL INTO PLACE

Fig. F

Fig. E
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5

ANTI DISLODGEANT BRACKETS MUST BE INSERTED INTO NOTCH BEHIND WALL RAIL BEFORE PROCEEDING. HOLD DISTANCE OF 3MM OR LESS FROM TOP EDGE OF PANEL TO BOTTOM EDGE OF WALL RAIL (Fig. C).

Once panel has been positioned into place (Fig. D) and sitting on bottom wall rail, install bottom face plate (Fig. E) first, then install upper face plate (Fig F).